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Industry Insights

Research shows there are 1.64 million stadiums in China, of which 1093 are large enough to accommodate 
more than 20,000 spectators. These stadiums see a large number of UHD broadcasts for various activities, 
including sports events, commercial performances, and exhibitions. UHD live broadcasts require a highly 
sophisticated and efficient production and broadcasting system, and such a system poses demanding 
network requirements that conventional networks cannot satisfy, hindering content innovations and service 
transformation.

In March 2020, the General Office of the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) and the 
General Office of the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) issued Notice on 2020 New 
Infrastructure Construction Project (Broadband Network and 5G). The new infrastructure project highlights 
the importance of 5G innovation, in which the top concerns are building 5G+4K/8K UHD production and 
broadcasting systems, constructing 5G networks to transmit UHD media, designing an encoding scheme for 
lightweight 5G+4K/8K live broadcasts, and promoting the large-scale commercial use of 5G-powered UHD 
devices.

The new infrastructure project clarifies the role of 5G in the IP-based media collection, encoding, and 
transmission, and funds continuous 5G development. This project is expected to make a significant change 
in media production and help offer users more diversified content and captivating experience.
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 1.1 Audience Requirements and Stadium Challenges

Most live broadcasts can be classified into 4 categories:

Business

Education (online courses)

E-commerce (product 

recommendations and 

entrusted procurements)

ACG (anime, comic, and 

games)

Finance

Entertainment Games Verticals Commercial 
broadcasts

Commercial broadcasts are segmented based on users' interests, and in contrast to live broadcasts of 
other types, they have higher requirements on content production and quality. Content quality and 
customer retention for live broadcasts as they stand need to be further improved.

As 5G technologies advance, high-bandwidth and low-latency network connections are handy even 
when the audience is large. Leveraging technologies such as MEC, the stadium is able to offer audiences 
diversified content and services and improve their watching experience.



The stadium satisfies audiences' requirements from the following aspects:

During HD/UHD live broadcasts, at-home fans can watch the game from multiple camera angles in 
addition to the main screen. They can rewind short videos, use VR/AR with 6DoF, get easy access to event 
data and commentary in real time, and ultimately enjoy an immersive game watching experience. A 
stadium with 5G network coverage is capable of providing in-stadium fans with a wealth of content over 
high-bandwidth connections and helping them capture more exciting moments.

In contrast to the fans watching at home, fans inside the stadium are more sensitive to latency. A stadium 
with 5G network coverage enables a real-time transmission of content, such as event data and 
commentary, improving their game watching experience.

Sports events bring in a large number of fans who want an interactive experience. By setting up an 
interactive platform, the sponsors can interact with fans through discussions and games. This helps create 
an intense atmosphere and brings more fun to the game watching experience.

(1) Diversified content

(2) Low latency

(3) Interactive experience

Big events often attract massive crowds, placing a burden on stadium operations and management and 
making service demands difficult to satisfy. With 5G, stadium operators find it easy to manage the 
crowd and provide customer services. Furthermore, some services can be provided by using intelligence 
and AR/VR technologies. Fans get a convenient and comfortable experience, and stadium operators can 
tap into more business opportunities.

(4) Convenient customer services

A stadium needs to provide stable 5G signals and ubiquitous network coverage. In doing this, fans under 
the network coverage can get easy service access and immediate updates on what is happening in the 
stadium.

(5) Ubiquitous network coverage



At present, live broadcasts of big events, such as sports events, entertainment events, and concerts, rely on 
a complex broadcasting and production system which are sometimes comprised of multiple OB vans. As 
production technologies evolve, the content that producers are able to provide is becoming diversified. 
Production equipment, personnel skills, and production environments need to be improved to fit 
technologies such as UHD, VR, and 3D audio. Meanwhile, scheduling and deployment of production 
resources need to be retrofitted to satisfy the needs for remote production. To make this process easier, 
broadcasters are calling for a centralized, remote, and lightweight content production solution.

Since 2018, public signals for Chinese Football Association Super League (CSL) sports matches have been 
produced and distributed centrally. The highly clustered remote production center can unify production 
standards and provide a reliable environment for content production. It can also track the content quality 
during the entire production process and provide emergency support by leveraging abundant transmission 
resources and effective signal control and scheduling approaches. This ensures content is produced 
smoothly and efficiently throughout concurrent matches. 5G+MEC is one such solution, which can meet the 
following live broadcast and content production requirements:

Requirements of cameras at special positions: Cameras at special positions, such as Steadicam, transmit 
UHD signals over intangible connections. However, conventional networks cannot fulfill this demand. 5G, 
featuring high bandwidth, low latency, and massive connections, is able to transmit UHD signals of 
cameras at special positions to OB vans with an extremely low latency (less than one frame). It also 
eliminates distance restrictions on such cameras and helps improve the broadcast quality.

Requirements of lightweight production and agile deployment: For small-scale events, scheduling 
and deploying complex production devices are costly. With 5G+MEC, signals for such small-scale events 
can be transmitted to the remote production center with a low latency, and the remote production 
center centrally produces and distributes content. This significantly improves the content quality and 
reduces the production cost. Moreover, broadcast teams are able to promptly respond to the needs of 
different levels of sports events and have their service capabilities consolidated.

Requirements of moving production capabilities to the network edge: Some services are time-critical 
and can be implemented automatically, such as real-time event data analysis, video playback and 
editing, and video format transcoding. Such services can be deployed on edge servers to facilitate quick 
content production. This helps shorten the production process, reduce the production cost, and improve 
the content quality. Furthermore, migrating the centralized production capabilities to the edge cloud 
further helps lighten the load on production resources.

1.2 Requirements and Challenges for Broadcasters



Statistics show that in 2019, the enhanced networks in the stadiums and outdoor fitness venues have 
provided seamless, high-performance experience to approximately 1.1 million people and will continue to 
serve more in the days to come.

The center adopts IT technologies to continuously improve its management capability, and has developed 
a "digital operation platform" to facilitate the building of a smart stadium. The platform integrates 
marketing, venue operation, activity management, customer payment, and financial management, 
benefiting all venues and cooperative merchants. Through the "Internet+Sports" and "Internet+Stadium" 
approaches, an intelligent service platform that integrates the WeChat enterprise account, management 
app, intelligent portable terminals, self-service terminals and large screens has been provisioned to 
facilitate visualization of operation data, visitor counting, remote patrol, and third-party payment services. 
Such a service platform reduces labor costs, energy consumption, and financial risks, while improving the 
utilization of venue resources, and boosting revenue. 

Medium- and large-sized stadiums are usually equipped with good quality facilities for diverse services. Let 
us take Jinan Olympic Sports Center (the center) as an example.

In 2019, the center accommodated more than 100 large-scale activities, making full use of venue resources. 
Such activities include:

Sports events: The center hosted multiple sports events in 2019, including swimming, tennis, football, and 
badminton competitions. In addition, it served in more than 70 sports activities for various clients from 

Commercial performances and exhibitions: As of August 2019, six large concerts, and 12 exhibitions and 
annual meetings for well-known corporates have been held in the center.

Jinan Olympic Sports Center

No.               Venue               Capacity                         Facilities

Stadium 60,000 One running track, and one football field1

Tennis arena 4,000 21 courts for finals, semi-finals, and training4

Arena 12,000
One warm-up hall, one sports training hall, 13 
outdoor basketball courts, and five cage football fields

2

Natatorium 4,0003

1.3 Stadium Service Analysis



Application Scenarios2

As China's sports industry is going strong, an urgent need has emerged to provide better sports watching 
experience for fans. 5G networks and MEC technologies can help stadiums feed the fan appetites with 
more abundant sports content, warmer hospitality, and by creating an intense and unforgettable 
atmosphere in the venues on game day, attracting more fans to join in. Besides just spectating, Smart 
Stadium attaches more importance to fan engagement during games. To bring more convenient and 
comfortable watching experience to the fans, the following services are provided:

Live sports fans value low latency above all else. This requires wireless networks with high bandwidth and 
low latency that can push sports content including audio, video and sports data to fans. By virtue of 
5G+MEC, multi-cam video signals, VR video signals, and commenting audio signals are collected and 
instantly distributed to the fans, with minimized latency. Based on the characteristics of the broadcast 
content, the following five functions are enabled for the fans:

Multiple-angle, VR, and free viewpoint watching, combined with low latency, deliver a more intimate 
experience for fans. Real-time sports data updates and highlights keep onsite fans up-to-date on the 
game. In the future, content production tools will be provisioned on MEC nodes near fans, enabling more 
professional functions such as real-time free viewpoint video, zoom functions, and AR effects. Meanwhile, 
fans can create and share personalized short videos with the multi-cam video.

In-stadium interaction is a significant means to intensify the atmosphere on game days. Using 5G+MEC, an 
onsite interaction platform is built, bridging real-time interaction between the stadium and in-stadium 
fans. Through the platform, the organizer can interact with fans, for example, sending gifts and celebration 
to their phones when the home team scores, providing interactive games and lucky draw activities before 
the game and during the break; the fans can initiate activities, for instance, they can initiate a vote for the 
best player, and share content through the onsite social platform. 

MEC enables even more extensive forms of interactivity, such as sports data on AR terminals, 
location-based mobile games, and cross-AR screen interaction. The interactive games, player information, 
sports data, advertisements, together with the real-time images captured by mobile cams can all be 
presented on massive AR terminals, creating a more immersive, connected experience for those attending a 
game in person.

2.1 Sports Events

(1) Sports content broadcast

(2) In-stadium interaction

●  Multi-angle watching

● VR watching

● Free viewpoint watching

● Highlight replay

● Real-time sports data update



2.2 Entertainment Events

5G+MEC offers compelling and interactive experience for fans in large stadiums. For example, fans can 
download videos shot from different camera angles and professional tools from the MEC node to make 
their own short videos, stream these videos through 5G, and display videos on big screens in the stadium. 
Thanks to the AR technology, fans can take pictures with idols using AR apps on their smart phones or 
interactive screens. In addition, fans can opt in to share their pictures on big screens and participate in 
lucky draws. With the promise of high bandwidth and low latency, in-stadium fans can sing on an 
interactive platform and upload a recording to the platform. In addition, fans can view program lists on 
their smart phones and AR/VR-powered performance to gain immersive experience. Apps can push 
interactive activities to mobile phones in the stadium, such as by vibrating phones or playing fullscreen 
video.

(1) Interactive experience

As stadiums are always crowded and dim during large events, things have the potential to get out of hand. 
To address these security issues, you can deploy the smart stadium security application on the 5G MEC 
node. As such, you can monitor security in real time to quickly tackle incidents in the stadium. The smart 
security system can display real-time position of audience in the stadium, navigate audience through the 
stadium, broadcast public information, and guide evacuation. Moreover, you can deploy self-service 
applications on the MEC node to provide convenient services. For example, spectators can select seats using 
VR technology, order food from seats, customize souvenirs, and use cashless payment on vending 
machines. 

(2) In-stadium services

Most stadiums in China lack the digital capabilities to ensure quick response to fan demands and keep fans 
better connected. 5G wireless networks and MEC help to provide better services for the large number of 
people in a stadium and quicker response to emergencies. With the automatic service application 
provisioned on the MEC nodes, the stadium can provide convenient services for fans, such as VR ticket 
purchasing, food and drink, 3D map navigation, and convenient purchasing via 5G+AR smart vending 
machines. Public service applications, such as the intelligent security system, are deployed in the stadium 
using 5G+MEC technology. Such applications help improve security detection, emergency evacuation 
guidance, and facilitate the sharing of information such as parking lot information, parking navigation, and 
crowd density.

(3) In-stadium services

The production standards are not stringent for some smaller sports events that occur frequently, are fast 
paced, are prepared in very little time, and do not use fixed hosting areas. Leveraging 5G+MEC and the 
remote production studio, a lightweight content producing solution can be designated for such events. 
With only multi-cam devices and a small integrated interface system deployed using 5G technologies, the 
multi-cam video signals can be synchronously transmitted to the remote production studio at a low latency 
via MEC, while the transmission of bidirectional signals such as calls and control signals is also guaranteed.

Unlike sports events, events in larger-scale entertainments, such as concerts, care more about interaction 
between actors and fans. Due to the limited seats, fans pose diverse requirements on interactive experience 
and in-stadium services. 

(4) Agile lightweight content production



5G Smart Stadium leverages technologies and services, such as SA core networks, network slicing, MEC, 
macro cells, and picocells. These 5G technologies and services ensure that smart stadiums have ample 
bandwidth and low latency. As such, 4K cameras can upload video at 60 Mbit/s, and audience can 
download data at no less than 10 Mbit/s.

Smart Stadium Solution3

5G smart stadium architecture

Typical services provided by 5G Smart Stadiums encompass:

Compelling In-Stadium Experience Agile Video Production

3 Live broadcast app

5G NR

TV Tablet Phone VRTV Tablet Phone VR

5G NR

--------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------

Stream video over 5G networks. Stream videos to 
broadcast platforms.

IPTV/OTT platform

1 Mobile signal collection

MEC

5G CN

Mobile signal collection: Streaming 
video over IP+5G

Agile video production: Leveraging 
production capabilities on the MEC 

Live broadcast app: Offering Compelling Experience

Convenient, Smart At-Home Experience

Stream videos to 
5G terminals.

2 Edit videos flexibly.

Guaranteed SLA by stable bandwidth and latency.

Cabling-free deployment to allow video capture from 
multiple angles

Advanced video production technologies: Non-linear 
edit, directing cameras, transcode, video stitching, etc.

Agile video production: No OB vans are required to 
reduce cost.

Enriched service experience: Viewing videos from different 
angles, FVV, and VR videos; interacting with fans.

Open network capacities: Inspiring service innovation.

●  Multi-cam live broadcast

●  Short video clips

●  180° VR

●  360° VR 

●  FVV

●  AR

●  Bit rate of 8K video: 200+ Mbit/s per camera

●  Bit rate of 4K video: 50+ Mbit/s per camera

●  Bit rate of 2K video: 15 Mbit/s per camera

●  Bit rate of VR video: 90+ Mbit/s (6 cameras)

●  Transmission delay between two cameras: < 20 ms

You are advised to deploy BOOK RRUs, Huawei-developed macro base stations, around HD cameras to 
ensure video signals transmit stably. You should also plan dedicated DNNs for 5G terminals and E2E network 
slices to guarantee the SLA requirements of the smart stadium:



3.1 Multi-Cam Live Broadcast

3.2 Short Video Clips

Camera 1

Camera 2

Camera 3

Camera 4

机位1

机位2

机位3

机位4

HD broadcast camera 
1080P 50i 

Cable Industrial encoder

Cable

Cable

SDI signal

Cable

SDI 
signal

SDI 
signal

SDI 
signal

Industrial encoder

Industrial encoder

Network cable

Encoded streams

Network cable

Encoded streams

Network cable

Encoded streams

CPE

CPE

CPE

---------------

------------

----------------
-------------

5G smartphone
Live broadcast app

Fiber
UPF/MEC

Encode and 
distribute media

The live broadcast app allows 
users to quickly switch between 

videos shot from different angles.

1080P 25FPS x 4 
live broadcast

5G RN 

5G RN 

HD broadcast camera 
1080P 50i 

Cable Industrial encoder

Cable

Cable

SDI signal

Cable

SDI 
signal

SDI signal

Industrial encoder

Industrial encoder

Network cable

Encoded streams

Network cable

Encoded streams

Network cable

Encoded streams

CPE

CPE

CPE

------------

------------

--------

------------

5G smartphone
Live broadcast app

Fiber
UPF/MEC

Encode and 
distribute media

Video 
Production Center

Push videos to 
the FTP server.

-----------

-
-

-
-

-
-

5G RN 

5G RN 

Steam media to the 
video production 
center over the 
public network.

Camera 1

Camera 2

Camera 3

Camera 4

Multiple HD-SDI cameras input SDI signals to encoders through cables.

The encoders use H.264 to encode video streams and use RTMP to push H.264 media streams to CPEs 
over network cables. The CPEs then push these streams to the MEC node through the RN.

The MEC node transcodes media streams according to 5G terminal specifications and channels media 
streams to them. Users can watch live broadcast on a live broadcast app (such as, Passion Live) and 
switch between video shot from different angles.

Multiple HD-SDI cameras input SDI signals to encoders through cables.

The encoders use H.264 to encode video streams and use RTMP to push H.264 media streams to CPEs 
over network cables. The CPEs then push these streams to the MEC node through the RN.

The MEC node forwards the media streams to video production centers over the public network. Staff at 
the production center edit the video and pushes edited video files and description information to the FTP 
servers on the MEC node. 

The MEC node channels the media streams to 5G terminals. Users can view the latest video on a live 
broadcast app (such as, Passion Live).

●

●

●

●

●

●

●



3.3 180° VR

3.4 360° VR

------
Encode and stream 
media to the CPE.

Network cable

Ultra wide-angle 
camera

4K 25FPS

CPE

5G NR

Stitch with other video 
clips and distribute media.

UPF/MEC
Fiber

5G 
smartphone

VR headset

4K VR 25FPS

View 180° VR on an live 
broadcast app or a VR headset.

5G NR

------------

5G smartphone VR headset

4-lens VR camera 

Network cable

The 5G agent 
diverts streams, 
aligns frames of 
each video 

Encoded m
edia

--------------------------

5G RN Fiber

CPE

Output four 4K video streams.
Stitch video 
clips, encode 
and distribute 

------------

5G RN

View 360° VR on an live 
broadcast app or a VR 

headset.

4K 360°VR 25FPS

4K ultra wide-angle cameras are used to shoot video. After shooting, the video is encoded and streamed 
to the CPE using RTMP over cables. The CPE then pushes video streams to the MEC node over the 5G 
network.

The MEC node stitches video clips shot by 4K ultra wide-angle cameras with pre-edited scenes to form a 
4K VR video. In this way, you can display live advertisements on the perimeter walls in the stadium or add 
other media elements to the video.

The MEC node transcodes media streams according to 5G terminal specifications and channels media 
streams to them.

Users can view the VR live broadcast on a live broadcast app (such as, Passion Live) or on Huawei smart 
eyewear plugged into a Type-C connector on the Mate 30 series.

4K VR cameras are used to shoot video. The cameras are connected to the CPE through network cables.

A 5G agent is also connected to the CPE. The 5G agent calls an SDK to divert media streams from 
multiple cameras, aligns frames from each video stream, and pushes these streams to an MEC node.

The MEC node stitches these streams to generate 360° VR video, transcodes media streams according to 
5G terminal specifications, and channels media streams to them.

Users can view the VR broadcast on a live broadcast app (such as, Passion Live) or on Huawei smart 
eyewear plugged into a Type-C connector on the Mate 30 series.

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●



3.5 FVV

3.6 AR

UPF/MEC

Fiber--------

5G smartphone 5G tablet

5G RN

Cameras on the stadium roof

------------------
Multi-channel video uploading

5G RN
Fiber

FVV downloading

------------------------------------

5G RN

5G smartphone 5G tablet

----------------------

FVV production & 
broadcast

The live broadcast app 
provides a 360°immersive 
experience.

    6DoF video

HD Cameras 

Cable

Video stream push
CPE

5G RN UPF/MEC
AR video

The live broadcast app 
provides a 360°immersive 
experience.

AR video production & broadcast

Cameras are installed inconspicuously on the stadium roof and capture video from all angles. The video is 
arranged into multiple channels, encoded, and uploaded to MEC nodes through the 5G RN.

The MEC node provides aPaaS for media applications to generate, edit, direct, transcode, and distribute 
the FVV.

Fans in the stadium can view the FVV in real time on their 5G smartphones or tablets loaded with a live 
broadcast app (such as, Passion Live). They can slide, rotate, and zoom in or out on the video to enjoy a 
360° immersive experience.

Multiple HD cameras are installed in the stadium to capture video and push the video streams to the 
platforms through the 5G uplink network.

The MEC node provides aPaaS for media applications to produce and broadcast AR video, involving 
real-time generation of interactive content based on big data analytics, AR rendering, transcoding, and 
distribution.

Fans in the stadium can experience live AR broadcast and enjoy a wealth of interactive services on their 
5G smartphones or tablets loaded with a live broadcast app (such as, Passion Live).

●

●

●

●

●

●

FVV generation

AR positioning

Big data analytics

M
aterial generation

AR rendering

Encoding &
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pression

Transfer &
 distribution

Editing &
 directing

D
istribution

Transcoding



Application Benchmark4

Ultra-low-latency multi-cam live broadcast

4.1 Introduction

On June 4, a Shandong Luneng vs Taizhou FC warm-up match was held in Jinan. At this event, China Sports 
Media, Shandong Mobile, MIGU, Shandong Luneng Taishan Football Club, and Huawei jointly debuted the 
industry's first MEC-based 5G Smart Stadium — a solution encompassing 5G coverage, MEC, terminals, and 
live broadcast app — giving fans a brand-new way to watch sports matches.

In this POC project, four typical live broadcast scenarios verified the application of 5G technologies, and will 
inspire other projects and ignite the development of Smart Stadium as an industry.

Four cameras were installed to capture video from different angles. The video streams were encoded with a 
bit rate of 15 Mbit/s in each channel, and uploaded to the MEC nodes through the 5G uplink network. The 
MEC nodes transcoded the video streams with a bit rate of 10 Mbit/s in each channel, and distributed them 
to 5G terminals through the 5G downlink network. The end-to-end latency of the entire transmission 
process was controlled to within just one second. Plus, signals from all cameras were transmitted at a 
consistent pace. All of these brought an unparalleled experience to fans, allowing them to freely switch 
between shots from different cameras without lag or missing any highlights.

180°/360° VR

High-quality short video clips

A single-lens 180° VR camera and a four-lens 360° VR camera were installed in the stadium to capture and 
push video. The video streams from the 180° camera were encoded at a bit rate of 15 Mbit/s, and those 
from each lens of the 360° camera at 5 Mbit/s. All video signals were transferred to the MEC nodes through 
the 5G uplink network. For the video from the 180° camera, the MEC nodes corrected distortions, set virtual 
backgrounds, and transcoded the video at a bit rate of 10 Mbit/s in each channel; and for the video from 
the 360° camera, the MEC nodes synchronized and stitched the video captured via each lens, optimized the 
FOV, and transcoded the video at 10 Mbit/s. All video streams are then distributed to the 5G terminals 
through the 5G downlink network. Fans can freely turn to any view they desire to enjoy a smooth 
broadcast. There were no obvious imperfections in the stitched images, nor distortions in the foreground 
signals from the 180° camera.

In the remote production center, the video captured by cameras was edited, clipped, and packed with titles, 
subtitles, and other descriptions. The video clips were encoded using H.264 at 4 Mbit/s, and converted into 
.mp4 files. These files were uploaded from the production center to the MEC nodes through the public 
network, and the MEC nodes sent them to the 5G terminals through the 5G downlink network. Fans can 
watch a playback in just two minutes, right after a highlight. Titles and other information were all 
displayed in designated locations in the clips, and there was no unacceptable defects or lag during the 
playback.



4.2 Implementation

Real-time event information push

The big data platform offered by China Sports Media analyzed and compiled the data for the sports event, 
and passed the final data to the statistics platform provided by Winpowerdata Technology — Game Data 
Manager (GDM). The GDM opened up data to the 5G terminals within the stadium through a public 
network interface. With Passion Live enabled, 5G terminals can access this interface and fetch the latest 
data once per second, and updates about players and events can be pushed to fans within 10 seconds, so 
that they always stay up to date. Match events are accurately displayed on terminals in sequence of 
occurrence.

The big data platform offered by China Sports Media analyzed and compiled the data for the sports 
event, and passed the final data to the statistics platform provided by Winpowerdata Technology — 
Game Data Manager (GDM). The GDM opened up data to the 5G terminals within the stadium 
through a public network interface. With Passion Live enabled, 5G terminals can access this interface 
and fetch the latest data once per second, and updates about players and events can be pushed to 
fans within 10 seconds, so that they always stay up to date. Match events are accurately displayed on 
terminals in sequence of occurrence.

Ultra-low-latency multi-cam live broadcast



Specifications for 180°/360° VR

CameraNo.
Uplink Signal 

Specifications/Lens

Single-lens 180° 
camera

Uplink Encoding Bit 

Rate (Mbit/s)

Transcoding 

Bit Rate (Mbit/s)
Downlink Signal Specifications

2880 x 2880/25p

Encoding: H.264

E2E latency: 5s

6

5

15

15

3840*1920/25p

3840*1920/25p

1

2

3

4

The 180° camera pushed video streams to the MEC nodes via the CPE, without a relay through 
encoders. The MEC nodes stitched virtual backgrounds, transcoded the video streams, and delivered 
them to the 5G terminals. The 360° camera encoded the video captured through each lens separately, 
and transferred the video to the MEC nodes. The MEC nodes then synchronized, stitched, and 
transcoded the video, and distributed it to the 5G terminals.

The transmission system was commissioned to ensure a bit rate of 15 Mbit/s for encoding and 
transcoding the video streams from the 180° camera, as well as a bit rate of 5 Mbit/s for encoding the 
video captured from each lens of the 360° camera and a bit rate of 15 Mbit/s for transcoding the video 
stitched together by the MEC nodes. The video was organized and shown fluently. The end-to-end 
latency was 5 seconds. The images from the 360° camera can be improved further for better 
experience.

180°/360° VR

Specifications for multi-camera live broadcast

CameraNo. Encoder Uplink Encoding 
Bit Rate (Mbit/s)

Transcoding Bit 
Rate (Mbit/s)

Camera 1 (standard)

Camera 2 (40x)

Camera 3 (standard)

Camera 4 (40x)

Signal specifications: 1920 x 1080/50i; RTMP-based encoding and transmission, with H.264 codec

E2E latency: 880 ms, including 15 ms for 5G RTT and 65 ms for MEC nodes

HD-Encoder#1 SDI in 1

HD-Encoder #1 SDI in 2

HD-Encoder #2

HD-Encoder #3

15M

15M

15M

15M

10M

10M

10M

10M

1

2

3

4

5

6

Determined by HD
encoder #1 SDI in 2

Four-lens 360° 
camera



High-quality short video clips

Video streams from multiple cameras were transferred to the remote production center, where they 
were edited and rendered into video clips. The video clips were uploaded to the MEC nodes using FTP, 
and then pushed to the 5G terminals. The end-to-end latency ranges between 150 to 230 seconds, 
depending on the manual operations on the video. The video clips played smoothly, without any lag.

Specifications for short video clips 

Signals From... Signal Specifications Encoding and Encapsulation Latency (seconds)
Transcoding 

Bit Rate (Mbit/s)
No.

Production center to 
MEC nodes

1920*1080/50i

1920*1080/50i

1920*1080/50i

Camera 1

Cameras 3 and 4

H.264、MP4

H.264

HD-Encoder H.264

4

1

6

1

2

3

150 to 230 

Real-time event information push

Passion Live periodically requested sports event data from the GDM, and the GDM correctly pushed 
the updates to the app.



4.2.1 Technical Verification

Bandwidth

The table below lists the video broadcast specifications tested for MEC nodes. The overall data 
meets the test objectives.

Uplink Streaming Channel Average Bit Rate Input/Output Frame Rate per Channel

Channels 1-4

180° VR live 
broadcast

360° VR live 
broadcast

8 Mbit/s

6 Mbit/s

2 Mbit/s

Multi-cam live 
broadcast

VR Channel 1

VR Channels 2-5

25 FPS

Note:

The algorithm may have minimal 
variation in the running time, as the 
sampling period for the report is short. 
However, the overall result still meets the 
objectives of the test. 

The downlink bandwidth over four channels for multi-cam live broadcast is 10 Mbit/s.



E2E Traffic Statistics

The uplink traffic generated by the cameras collecting video content was around 135 GB in this 
test. This number can increase if additional cameras are used to meet higher production 
requirements of live sports broadcasts.

The estimated per-subscriber downlink traffic is 9–13.5 GB for an entire sports event. (The bit 
rate of downlink data can be further lowered through video encoding and compression after the 
Smart Stadium solution is commercially available. The average bit rate can reach 2 Mbit/s for 
1080p videos and 10 Mbit/s for 4K VR videos. Considering this, the average traffic can be 1.8 GB 
to 9 GB.)

Multi-cam Switching Latency

As the test reveals, there is an average latency of 290 ms between multiple cameras.

The 5G-based Smart Stadium project is a joint collaboration between Shandong Mobile, MIGU, 
Shandong Luneng Taishan Football Club, China Sports Media, and Huawei. Test results show that using 
Passion Live, the live broadcast app to watch sport events, short videos, and other activities, is both a 
satisfactory and a better experience than traditional viewing methods. With signals from different types 
of cameras steered to MEC nodes via the 5G network for stitching and transcoding, fans will get a 
life-like experience when watching the content on their terminals.

This application proves the adequacy of the live broadcast app when it comes to end-to-end content 
presentation on a 5G network. In addition, remote production tested over the 5G public network 
provides reference for a future commercial launch of Passion Live. 

4 4

1 1

1 4

6 9

Ultra-wide angle 
fisheye lens (4K)

4-lens 360° VR camera
(4-channel 4K)

1080P
25FPS

15 Mbit/s x 4

30 Mbit/s

15 Mbit/s x 4

150 Mbit/s

135 GB 60.3 GB 9–13.5 GB 9–13.5 GB

10–15 Mbit/s 10–15 Mbit/s

10 Mbit/s x 4

15 Mbit/s

3 Mbit/s x 4

10 Mbit/s

15 Mbit/s

15 Mbit/s

10 Mbit/s

15 Mbit/s

15 Mbit/s

4K 25FPS

4K 25FPS

67 Mbit/s

Item

Multi-cam live 
broadcast 
(fixed stand)

180° VR live 
broadcast

360° VR live 
broadcast

Total traffic for 
live broadcast 
(lasting 120 
minutes or so)

Total

Number
of

Cameras

Number
of

Lenses
Type of Camera

China Broadcast & 
Television's 
HD-SDI camera (1080p)

Video Specs Estimated UL BW Actual UL BW Estimated DL BW Actual DL BW



Outlook and Proposal5
Leveraging 5G's key deterministic networking capabilities, the Smart Stadium solution fits into China's plans 
to construct new digital infrastructure across the country. It can play a pivotal role in transforming media 
productivity in fields like sports and entertainment events, and will also fast track the commercial availability 
and sustainable development of 5G networks.

End users: They are given more digital service choices (4K/8K, VR, AR, and more) which will deliver a 
better entertainment experience than ever before. As the survey suggests, the number of fans watching 
will increase by more than 20%, greatly benefiting content operators.

Large stadiums are one of the primary drivers for 5G adoption and require networking technology to 
handle sports events and entertainment shows which have a massive and fluctuating traffic volume. As 
such, 5G network coverage in stadiums needs to be accelerated to ensure that production and 
broadcasting service providers, as well as mobile users, are better connected via the Smart Stadium 
solution. 

5G deterministic networking is poised to provide differentiated and deterministic SLA experience 
assurance for UHD video production and broadcasting. Production and broadcasting service providers of 
sports events need to fast track 5G application, particularly 5G super uplink, network slicing, and MEC.

Non-linear editing (NLE) software and hardware can pair with 5G MEC to unlock new opportunities in 
the media production field. Moving traditional media editing and broadcasting capabilities to the edge 
can significantly improve onsite media production, simplify deployment and maintenance, and reduce 
costs. This will also create innovative production tools for producing richer immersive and interactive 
media content.

After the 5G Smart Stadium is commercially launched, product experience needs to be tracked and 
reported, and experience-related indicators such as the production and broadcasting service quality, 
network experience quality, and interaction quality need to be specified. The 5G DNA has established a 
closed-loop mechanism to continuously track issues and periodically release assessment reports to 
advance the industry towards a digital future.

In-stadium spectators: 5G MEC technology enables spectators to view videos from all angles in real time. 
Spectators will not only feel the intense atmosphere, but can closely watch the game from multiple 
angles without any latency. Tickets for seats that are highest or farthest away from the event will now 
sell more easily, and an estimated number of 30% to 50% spectators will feel like using the Passion Live 
app to watch the games in stadiums.

Content producer: 5G deterministic networks help reduce cabling and the use of HD/UHD/VR OB vans, 
lower the production costs by 30%, while significantly improving the efficiency of producing content.

Mobile operators: 5G infrastructure (such as network slices and MEC) will fuel its 5G technological 
development and user growth, and will create revenue streams from DICT, network O&M, and 5G 
services.

Prospect: Building 5G Smart Stadiums to Benefit Individuals and Society at Large

Proposal

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●



Abbreviations6

aPaaS Application Platform as a Services

Augmented Reality 

Camera 

Customer Premise Equipment 

ICT+DT

Data Network Name 

End to End 

Field of View

Frame Per Second

Free Viewpoint Video 

Non-linear Editing

Multi-Access Edge Computing

Outside Broadcasting

Proof of Concept

Radio Network

Radio Research Unit 

Standalone 

Serial Digital Interface

Ultra-high Definition

Virtual Reality

5G Deterministic Networking Alliance 

Six Degrees of Freedom

AR

CAM

CPE

DICT

DNN

E2E

FOV

FPS

FVV

NLE

MEC

OB

POC

RN

RRU

SA

SDI

UHD

VR

5GDNA

6DoF

Abbreviation Full Name


